
The Worlds Leading Developer of fully configurable and 
customizable Mobile Workstations, Mobile Servers and Desktop 

Replacement Notebooks



Founded in 1986, Eurocom is the world’s leading developer of desktop replacement and 
mobile workstation technology.  Eurocom began with the goal of creating the most 
advanced computer systems and using advanced engineering techniques typically 
unseen in the computer industry.  The company has produced many firsts and 
continues to engineer well-balanced machines that inspire and enable individuals to 
reach great possibilities.  Eurocom is also a developer of modular VGA solutions. 





What is an All-in-One Portable Desktop PC?

Low power, excellent value, attractive looks and a space saving design were 
the basis for Eurocom's long running series of All-in-One Portable PCs. From 
the kitchen, to the boardroom to the library the All-in-One Portable PC makes 
an attractive and environmentally friendly PC for all kinds of uses.

Why an All-in-One Portable Desktop PC?

•Low cost energy efficient design
•Touch Screen Display
•Major IT cost savings
•Wall Mount Capable
•All-in-One Form Factor









What is a Desktop Replacement Notebook?

The goal of a desktop replacement notebook is to take the place of a desktop 
computer. Therefore it is necessary that the notebook offer all of the 
upgradeability, performance and connectivity of a standard desktop. For the 
vast majority of users the Desktop Replacement Notebook is the best 
combination of value and performance. Usually our Desktop Replacement 
systems are slightly smaller versions of our Mobile Workstations.

Why a Desktop Replacement Notebook?

•Highly configurable and Customizable
•Long Battery Life
•Great Performance
•Mid Range Price























What is a Mobile Server?

Mobile Server is a new category of notebooks designed with a professional 
user in mind. Software and/or database developers, training centers, military 
personnel, emergency relief organizations and service organizations who 
must frequently travel, yet need access to powerful computing, are the core 
target for Mobile Servers.

Why a Mobile Server?

•Virtualize and run almost any Operating System
•Large Storage Capacity of 3.25TB in a portable form factor
•RAID 0/1/5/10
•Server Caliber Xeon Series Processors
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